
BRIDGING MY CAREER WITH



First day of class

Meeting every 2 weeks
List of possible internships



The Search



Companies I reached out to
The companies were mostly small business like 
a shaving company. A party supply company 
and tech start ups. Also a design agency.  

For example:



The Interviews
I tried having at least 2 interviews a week. I did not want an 
internship where I did not feel comfotable and was not 
going to learn something new.



Frustration
All of the companies I got interviewed were not to my 
liking or my benefit. Some wanted 40 hours a week. They 
just wanted to take advatage of free labor. They did not 
even provide lunch or transportation. Another was just poor 
hygenic conditions. 



Keeping your connections
I asked Bridge Agency where I previously interned last 
summer for the BTTIP (Brooklyn Tech Triangle Internship 
Program).



Continuing where I left off...
I already knew the start up culture and work enviorment. It 
was as if I have never left. I just picked up where I had left 
off.



The Interviews
I tried having at least 2 interviews a week. I did not want an 
internship where I did not feel comfotable and was not 
going to learn something new.

The Interviews
I tried having at least 2 interviews a week. I did not want an 
internship where I did not feel comfotable and was not 
going to learn something new.

Examples of previous work



First project
First project  I did was a montage video for a pub for St 
partrick’s day.



The Interviews
I tried having at least 2 interviews a week. I did not want an 
internship where I did not feel comfotable and was not 
going to learn something new.

Second assignment
The Bridge Series. It is a logo for their panel discussion 
happening every fiscal quarter. The panel changes time to 
time, but this discussion will be about building your brand.



Final logo



Its not a 9-5 job
We got a client for an upcoming artists called Rawyals. I 
was tasked to come up with the concept for a single cover.
This was at the end of the day and had to work during the 
weekend.



Work Samples of Rawyals cover



Work Samples (cont’d)



Work Samples (cont’d)



Work Samples (Cont’d)



Work Samples (Cont’d)



In Conclusion
The process of looking for a internship or job can be 
really frustrating because either you do not hear back from 
the company, or it is just not the right fit. My experience 
looking for a internship will help me in my job hunt. To pick 
a position better suited for me and not just apply to apply. 
As for the internship experience at Bridge Agency. It was 
very invaluable and I am glad I kept in contact with them 
and grow my network.


